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and if they consist of a compound sentence, or of several sen-
tences, a comma will not suffice for their introduction; a colon,
a colon and dash, or a full stop, with quotation marks always
in the last case, and usually in the others, will be necessary;
but these are distinctions that need not be considered here in
detail.
Further, it must be remembered that substantival clauses
include indirect questions as well as indirect statements, and
that the same rules will apply to them. The two following
examples are very badly stopped:
(a)	Add to all this that he died in his thirty-seventh year: and then
ask, If it be strange that his poems are imperfect ?—carlyle.
Accommodation of the stops to the words would give:
and then ask if it be strange that his poems are imperfect.
And accommodation of the words to the stops would give:
and then ask, Is it strange that his poems are imperfect ?
(b)	It may be asked can further depreciation be afforded.—Times.
The two correct alternatives here are similarly:
It may be asked, Can further depreciation be afforded ?
It may be asked whether further depreciation can be afforded.
As the sentences stood originally, we get in the Carlyle a most
theatrical, and in the Times a most slovenly effect.
2. The verb and its subject, object, or complement.
Our argument against the common practice of placing a
comma before substantival Z/z^Z-clauses and others like them
was, in brief: This sort of that-chusz is simply equivalent to
a noun; that noun is, with few exceptions, the subject, object,
or complement, to a verb; and between things so closely and
essentially connected as the verb and any of these no stop
should intervene (unless for very strong and special rhetorical
reasons). This last principle, that the verb and its essential
belongings must not be parted, was merely assumed. We think
it will be granted by any one who reads the next two examples.
It is felt at once that a writer who will break the principle
with so little excuse as here will shrink from nothing.

